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These natural, deliciously moreish biscuits have a high meat content 
and zero artificial ingredients - a treat fit for royalty!

FEASTIES TREATS

KC4002
KC4001 KC4003 KC4004

CATNIP MIST KC2001
Made from oil extracted 
from the potent leaves of 
the catnip plant. This highly 
attractive spray is designed 
to stimulate and naturally 
encourage play behaviour! 
Completely nontoxic so can 
be sprayed on various
toys and beds. 

CAT GARDEN KC2004
A wonderful household addition 
for all cats but particularly 
beneficial for those indoor 
moggies who have no access to 
outdoor grass. The young grass 
stalks are a great source of 
vitamin B packed full of 
antioxidants to support your 
cat’s immune system.

PLAY BUBBLES KC2005
King Cat bubbles are
designed to encourage 
interactive games between 
you and your kitty! The 
perfect way to promote
a loving bond.

STALKS KC2002
These chews are made 
using the dried stalks of 
the catnip plant. Chewing 
on this bark will help to 
floss your kitty’s teeth 
and remove a build-up of 
plaque bacteria.

NATURAL ENHANCEMENTS

KEEP OFF SPRAY KC2003
This handy product is a harmless
repellent spray designed to keep 
your kitty away from particular 
areas. Made with eucalyptus 
and lemon oil, it is completely 
natural and smells lovely! Cats 
are naturally repelled by any 
citrus scents so treated areas 
will become less attractive for 
their feisty play!
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A natural range of non-toxic products to 
compliment your cat's environment. 

CONTACT US AT   KINGCAT HOLLYMOUNT BARN, HR9 6AN  -  WWW.KINGCATNIP.CO.UK  -  INFO@KINGCATNIP.CO.UK



King Catnip 100% fully stuffed toys. These lovely hand made toys are filed
with only the leaves of the catnip plant. No additional fillers or stuffing; just premium, 

organic catnip. Our toys are perfect for encouraging predatorial play and activity
whilst being totally safe and non addictive. Even if you've tried other catnip before, 

nothing compares to the pure potency of King Catnip!

100% CATNIP STUFFED TOYS

100% LOOSE CATNIP
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LOOSE LEAVES KC3000 & KC3001
Our 100% pure North American Organic nip – 

the finest in all the land! 
Great for sprinkling on your cat’s toys, 

scratchers and bedding to naturally encourage 
play, energetic behaviour and a

sense of wellbeing.
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We use only the finest organic catnip, 
hand picked in North American fields.  

The fields are fed and surrounded by glaciers, making 
the perfect enviroment to grow the world’s most 

naturally aromatic catnip.
ETHICALLY SOURCED MATERIALS

PRODUCTS THAT ARE MADE TO LAST

STIMULATE THEIR SENSES

Ball toy
KC1002


